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IN THE MATTER OF the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, S.O. 
1998, c. 15, (Schedule B);

AND IN THE MATTER OF a Notice of Intention to Make an Order 
for Compliance against Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited.

SUBMISSIONS OF SMART SUB-METERING 
WORKING GROUP IN RESPONSE TO

TORONTO HYDRO MOTION

1. The Amended Notice of Motion from Toronto Hydro-Electric System Limited (“Toronto 

Hydro”) seeks disclosure of a wide range of documents from members of the Smart Sub-

metering Working Group1 (the “SSMWG”).  In particular, Toronto Hydro asks the Ontario 

Energy Board (the “OEB”, or the “Board”) to order each member of the SSMWG to 

produce all proposals to and contracts with any condominium developer for the 

installation and operation of sub-meters in condominiums in the City of Toronto.  Toronto 

Hydro makes an additional disclosure demand from Enbridge Electric Connections Inc. 

(“EECI”), which is discussed at the end of these submissions. 

2. This is a compliance proceeding, where Ontario Energy Board (“OEB” or “Board”)

Compliance Staff is seeking certain remedies and sanctions against Toronto Hydro.  The 

OEB’s Notice only references two projects; it does not address Toronto Hydro’s conduct 

in respect of any other projects.  

3. The SSMWG is not the subject of the proceeding.  It is not a party.  Its participation in 

the proceeding is limited to making submissions on what sanctions against Toronto 

  
1 The Smart Sub-metering Working Group is made up of the following members:  

Carma Industries Inc. 
Enbridge Electric Connections Inc.  
Hydro Connection Inc. 
Intellimeter Canada Inc. 
Provident Energy Management Inc. 
Stratacon Inc.  
Wyse Meter Solutions 
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Hydro are appropriate, in the event that there is a finding of non-compliance against 

Toronto Hydro.  

Toronto Hydro’s Disclosure Demand against SSMWG Members

4. While the SSMWG leaves it to OEB Compliance Counsel to address the issues related 

to disclosure of documents and information in the OEB’s possession, the SSMWG 

strongly objects to the demand for disclosure from SSMWG members.   

5. It ought not to be equated with a demand for disclosure from a complainant whose own 

situation is the subject of the proceeding, as Toronto Hydro does in its Amended Notice 

of Motion when it relies on cases like Ontario Human Rights Commission v. Dofasco to 

justify disclosure from non-parties.    

6. The OEB’s Rules of Practice and Procedure do not provide for disclosure orders against 

non-parties.  That supports the view that such a step is extraordinary.  This is underlined 

by the fact that Toronto Hydro does not cite any case where the OEB has required 

disclosure from a true non-party.  The two cases cited by Toronto Hydro involved 

disclosure being ordered from (i) an applicant (Hydro One, in EB-2007-0930); and (ii) a 

party whose decision was being appealed to the OEB (the IESO, in EB-2007-0040).  

7. The SSMWG submits that disclosure from non-parties should only be ordered where the 

documents sought are clearly relevant, and there will be no prejudice or undue burden 

on the non-parties resulting from the disclosure.  In this regard, the SSMWG believes 

that it is important to emphasize that it is the conduct of Toronto Hydro, not the SSMWG 

members, that is the subject of the Board’s Notice and this Compliance Proceeding.  

Toronto Hydro’s disclosure demand seeks to reverse that.  

8. Paragraphs 20 to 22 of Toronto Hydro’s Amended Notice of Motion sets out the reasons 

why Toronto Hydro asserts that the SSMWG disclosure is required.  Briefly, Toronto 

Hydro asserts that its practice with respect to suite metering of new condominiums is 

justified because it prevents the “unauthorized mark up of distribution costs” by 

condominium developers or their agents and that this justifies refusing to connect such 

customers (because, if connected, they will contravene the laws of Ontario).  Toronto 
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Hydro further asserts that it “seeks information on the financial arrangements between 

condominium developers and sub-meterers so that it can address whether either or both 

of these are seeking to unlawfully profit from distribution activities”.  

9. Toronto Hydro’s explanation of the basis for its disclosure demand to the SSMWG 

makes clear that the documents sought are not relevant.  Instead, Toronto Hydro seeks 

to obtain these documents so that it can turn this hearing into an examination of the 

business practices of members of the SSMWG.  That is not proper.  If there are issues 

with the way that members of the SSMWG conduct their business (which is denied), 

then the proper way to proceed is by way of separate complaint and compliance 

proceeding.

10. This proceeding is about actions that Toronto Hydro has already undertaken in respect 

of two particular projects.  In that light, any defence that Toronto Hydro makes must be 

based on the state of affairs as existed at the time that it refused to connect the 

Avonshire and Metrogate projects.  If one were to accept that Toronto Hydro’s refusal to 

connect those projects was based on the defence as explained above, then one would 

expect that Toronto Hydro already has documentation in its possession that makes it 

absolutely clear that the condominium developers for those projects were somehow 

acting illegally.  One would also expect that Toronto Hydro would have made the basis 

for its refusal (illegal conduct) clear to the developers at the time of the refusal.  In that 

context, there should be no need to get disclosure from other parties, many months after 

the events in question took place.  

11. Moreover, it certainly cannot be said that documents from other members of the 

SSMWG which relate to totally separate projects are in any way relevant to a defence 

that Toronto Hydro might make in respect of the Avonshire and/or Metrogate projects.  

Stated differently, even if Toronto Hydro now obtained disclosure of documents related 

to a different project and a different member of the SSMWG which established some sort 

of illegal conduct (which the SSMWG strongly denies), that would not provide a defence 

to Toronto Hydro’s conduct in respect of the Metrogate and Avonshire projects. 

12. Toronto Hydro’s position in this compliance proceeding should be seen for what it is – a 

further attempt to overcome its previous unsuccessful attempts to prevent commercial 
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smart sub-metering in Ontario.  If it had evidence of illegal conduct by a smart sub-

metering company, it undoubtedly would have been produced to justify its policy. 

Instead, Toronto Hydro is trying to cast doubt, once again, on the business practices and 

reputation of members of the SSMWG.  It is noteworthy that Toronto Hydro has not 

requested production from all licensed smart sub-metering companies, several of which 

are affiliates of electric local distribution companies (“LDC”) or are under retainer by local 

distribution companies, like Toronto Hydro, to install smart sub-metering systems on the 

LDC’s behalf.

13. Prior to the Government of Ontario enacting O. Reg. 442/07 under the Electricity Act, 

1998, “Installation of Smart Meters and Smart Sub-metering Systems in Condominiums”, 

and O. Reg. 443/07 under the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, “Licensing Sub-metering 

Activities”, which came into force on December 31, 2007, the Ministry of Energy (as it 

then was) subjected the draft regulations to “extensive public consultations over 2006 

and early 2007, which included posting of draft regulations on the [Minister of Energy’s] 

Website for public comment and receiving significant feedback from a wide range of 

stakeholders.”2 Briefly, the submission of The Coalition of Large Distributors (“CLD”), 

which included Toronto Hydro, submitted that smart sub-metering was not in the public 

interest in part because Toronto Hydro and the balance of the CLD believed that sub-

metering companies would need to be regulated in respect of rates, status, and capital 

expenditures.3  

14. The recommendations by Toronto Hydro and the CLD were considered and were 

apparently rejected by the Ministry of Energy.  The Regulations in their current form 

were issued, and smart sub-metering companies have been licensed and have invested 

millions of dollars into smart sub-metering infrastructure.

15. The stated policy of the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure, as worded on its Website 

as of September 16, 2009, reads as follows:

  
2 Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure Website, See attached, Tab 2
3 CLD Submission dated November 7, 2006, p. 3, Tab 1
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“Smart Meters in Condominiums

Smart metering and smart sub-metering in condominiums is part 
of the government’s smart metering plan.   …

Licensing Sub-Metering Activities

• To enhance consumer protection, and ensure appropriate safeguards are 
in place, this regulation requires commercial sub-metering entities that 
provide condominiums with smart meters, smart sub-meters, and any 
associated services to be licensed by the Ontario Energy Board.”4

16. Toronto Hydro again attempted to influence the regulatory process in the submission it 

made jointly with four other utilities in respect of the Board’s development of the Smart 

Sub-metering Code of Conduct (“SSM Code”).  Toronto Hydro submitted that the Board 

should require as a provision in the SSM Code an audit requirement in respect of smart 

sub-metering providers.5 The Board, in its Notice of Revised Proposal to Amend a Code 

and Notice of Revised Proposal to Issue a New Code, dated June 10, 2008, in response 

to the submissions of LDCs, like Toronto Hydro, stated the following:

“The Board will set out rules to protect the interests of consumers 
that are within its jurisdiction.  In the proposed SSM Code, the 
Board has included customer protection measures similar to those 
provided to customers of licensed distributors regarding 
disconnection, security deposits and the consumer complaint 
process.  Otherwise, the Board has applied requirements similar 
to the other area of competition in the electricity sector – the 
retailing of the commodity.”

17. The Board has a consumer complaint process.  The Board would undoubtedly, upon 

receipt of a complaint, investigate the matter.  If it determined that there was a non-

compliance with a code or regulation, the Board would initiate a compliance proceeding 

against the party being the subject of the complaint, not every exempt distributor and 

licensed smart sub-metering provider as Toronto Hydro seeks to do in this proceeding. 

18. Here, the defence being asserted by Toronto Hydro would effectively self-appoint 

Toronto Hydro as the regulator of the smart sub-metering industry.  Toronto Hydro is 

  
4  See Tab 2, pp. 4, 5
5 Submission by Toronto Hydro, PowerStream Inc., Hydro Ottawa, Horizon Utilities and Veridian 
Connections Inc., dated January 31, 2008
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asserting that it is appropriate and necessary for it to examine the relationships between 

condominium developers/corporations and smart sub-metering providers to make sure 

that all legal and regulatory obligations are met, before agreeing to connect such 

customers.  This cannot be right, particularly given Toronto Hydro’s publicly-stated 

antipathy for smart sub-metering.  It is submitted that developers, condominium 

corporations, members of the SSMWG and consumers that wish to be smart sub-

metered would have little confidence that Toronto Hydro, an entity with a vested interest 

in saying no to smart sub-metering, would conduct itself objectively and impartially.  If 

customers, or even Toronto Hydro, have concerns, then the proper way to proceed is by 

way of complaint and dialogue with the OEB, who is the proper regulator of such 

matters.

19. Finally, the scope of Toronto Hydro’s disclosure demand makes clear that this is little 

more than a “fishing expedition”.  Toronto Hydro demands all proposals and contracts 

from all members of the SSMWG, related to any project in the City of Toronto.  Toronto 

Hydro offers no evidence to support its demand.  Other than a bare assertion that these 

documents are necessary so that Toronto Hydro “can address whether either or both of 

[developers or smart sub-metering providers] are seeking to illegally profit from 

distribution activities”, no basis is given for requiring disclosure of what could amount to 

hundreds or thousands of documents.  

20. In all of these circumstances, the SSMWG submits that the Board should dismiss 

Toronto Hydro’s disclosure demand for documentation from the SSMWG.  

Toronto Hydro’s Additional Disclosure Demand against EECI

21. Toronto Hydro’s Amended Notice of Motion also seeks to compel EECI to produce “all 

communications” with condominium developers, as well as other smart sub-meterers, 

addressing the terms on which it provides sub-metering to condominium developers in 

the City of Toronto, including information about “fees paid” to condominium developers 

in the City of Toronto.

22. In making this demand, Toronto Hydro refers to EECI as a “Complainant”, based on 

correspondence from OEB Compliance Staff.  Toronto Hydro has not produced this 
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correspondence, so it is not clear what is contained therein.  What is clear, though, is 

that the OEB’s Notice does not relate to any EECI projects.  EECI was not the smart 

sub-metering entity which Metrogate and Avonshire intended to retain to install a smart 

sub-metering system.  The OEB’s Notice therefore does not relate to EECI projects.  

Therefore, any documents that EECI might have in its possession do not relate to the 

projects at issue in this proceeding.

23. In support of its disclosure demand of EECI, Toronto Hydro’s argument in support of its 

disclosure demand of EECI is the same as that made in support of disclosure from all 

members of the SSMWG (found at paragraphs 20 to 23 of its Amended Notice of 

Motion).  For the same reasons set out above, in response to that argument, the 

SSMWG submits that the Board should dismiss Toronto Hydro’s disclosure demand for 

documentation from EECI.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED 

“Dennis O’Leary”

________________________________
Dennis M. O’Leary
Counsel to SSMWG

5785263.2
































